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KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and
most developed telecom operator, concluded
successfully its participation in Mobile World
Congress 2016 organized by Group Special
Mobile association “GSMA”, held in Barcelona
between 22 and 25 February 2016. 

VIVA is always anxious to participate in
such events focusing on technology, to
update its products and services to meet the
customers’ expectations, and foster its leader-

ship in the telecom arena.
VIVA’s delegation from different divisions,

Technology, Marketing, Sales and Services,
was present at the congress through STC’s
Booth, where all VIVA’s achievements since
inception has been displayed, in addition to
the latest offers, services and products.

VIVA reaped several awards for excellence
in the Kuwaiti telecom sector in 2015, includ-
ing “Best Industry Call Center” and “Best

Medium Help Desk” from Insights - Middle
East Call Center Awards 2015, the only Call
Centre dedicated, Professional Services
Organization in the Middle East. 

Up to 2200 companies from around the
world will participate in this congress, special-
ized in telecommunications, internet and tech-
nology, in addition to more than 90 thousands
visitors who will experience the latest in the
mobile industry. 

VIVA is the fastest-growing telecom opera-
tor in Kuwait. Launched in December 2008,
VIVA makes things Possible for its customers
by transforming communication, information
and entertainment experiences. The company
has rapidly established an unrivalled position
in the market through its customer centric
approach. VIVA’s quest is to be the mobile
brand of choice in Kuwait by being transpar-
ent, engaging, energetic and fulfilling. VIVA

continues to take a considerable share of the
market by offering an innovative range of best
value products, services and content proposi-
tions; a state of the art, nationwide network
and world-class service. VIVA offers internet
speeds of more than 100 Mbps, due to the
implementation of the most advanced fourth
generation (4G LTE) network in Kuwait result-
ing in superior coverage, performance and
reliability. 

VIVA concludes its participation 

in Mobile World Congress 2016 

BEIJING: China’s premier told visiting US Treasury
Secretary Jacob Lew yesterday his government is
pressing ahead with painful reforms to shrink
bloated coal and steel industries that are a drag on
its slowing economy and ruled out devaluing its
currency as a short-cut to boosting exports.

Premier Li Keqiang’s comments to Lew yester-
day were in line with a joint declaration by financial
officials from the Group of 20 biggest rich and
developing economies who met over the weekend
in Shanghai. They pledged to avoid devaluations
to boost sagging trade and urged governments to
speed up reforms to boost slowing global growth.

Beijing is under pressure to reassure global
financial markets it has its economy under control
following stock and currency turmoil. The G20
finance officials’ declaration that global growth
was still on track despite signs it may be slowing
again appeared to fall flat: share prices fell in most
Asian markets yesterday, with the Shanghai bench-
mark dropping as much as 4.4 percent to close
down 2.9 percent at 2,687.98.

Li told Lew that China is moving ahead with a
long-range plan to squeeze excess production
capacity out of industries where supply exceeds
demand, according to a deputy Chinese finance
minister, Zhu Guangyao. He said regulators would
focus first on steel and coal, huge industries with
millions of workers.

In a report in mid-February, the European Union
Chamber of Commerce in China complained the
ruling Communist Party’s failure to eliminate
unneeded production capacity in industries
including steel, cement and glass has worsened
China’s economic slowdown.

Steel producers have responded to the glut by
slashing export prices, hurting sales by foreign
competitors. That prompted a protest Feb. 14 by
thousands of steelworkers in Brussels, seat of the
European Union.

“Premier Li Keqiang told Secretary Lew that as
China moves forward in reducing overcapacity, we
will focus on two areas, the steel and coal sectors,”
said Zhu. “And in the process of reducing overca-
pacity, we will properly handle the issue of unem-
ployment.”

The ruling party is in the midst of a marathon
effort to replace a worn-out growth model based
on trade, investment and heavy industry with a
more self-sustaining expansion driven by con-

sumer spending. Growth in the world’s second-
largest economy slowed last year to a 25-year low
of 7.3 percent and is expected to decline further
this year.

In coal, regulators expect to eliminate some 1.8
million jobs, the minister of human resources, Yi
Weimin, said at a separate event Monday. That
would be equivalent to about 17 percent of the
10.3 million people the China National Coal
Association said last year are employed by the
industry.

In steel, regulators have eliminated some 90
million tons of production capacity over the past
three years and plan to close another 150 million
tons in the next three to five years, according to
Zhu.  China’s steel production last year was about
800 million tons, or half the world total.

Beijing announced a 100 billion yuan ($15 bil-
lion) fund last week to cushion the blow to workers
who lose their jobs in the restructuring and help
them find new jobs.

“We believe this fund will play a very important
role in this process,” Zhu said. Li affirmed Chinese

pledges to avoid devaluing its yuan to boost
exports, according to Zhu. A key concern of finan-
cial markets, despite repeated Chinese denials, is
that Beijing plans to allow its yuan to weaken fur-
ther following a surprise introduction of a new
mechanism in August to set its state-controlled
exchange rate.

Yuan rate
China’s central bank yesterday fixed its rate for

the yuan currency at a four-week low, data

showed, despite comments by chief Zhou
Xiaochuan that there was no basis for further
depreciation.

The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) set the yuan
at 6.5452 to $1.0, down 0.17 percent from Friday,
according to the China Foreign Exchange Trade
System. The fix was the weakest since February 3,
previous figures showed.The weaker currency hurt
sentiment on the stock market, with the bench-
mark Shanghai Composite Index closing down
nearly three percent on Monday after dropping as
much as 4.63 percent. —Agencies

China assures US no currency

devaluation, pushing reforms  

CB fixes yuan at 4-week low despite pledge

BEIJING: People at a street market on the outskirts of Beijing yesterday. —AFP

TOKYO: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, right, chats with lawmakers at
the lower house of parliament in Tokyo yesterday. —AP

TOKYO: Japan yesterday posted its first fac-
tory output expansion in three months,
official data showed, offering some rare
good news after a string of weak figures
threw cold water on recovery hopes. The
upbeat figures-a 3.7 percent rise on-month
in January-comes as investors look for clues
about the state of the world’s number three
economy.

Disappointing inflation numbers last
week stirred speculation the Bank of Japan
will have to unleash more monetary easing
to boost prices and growth. Japanese busi-
nesses have remained cautious over invest-
ing in their businesses and offering signifi-
cant wage increases, citing the uncertain
outlook.

The once-powerhouse economy shrank
in the October-December period, Japan’s
second quarterly contraction in 2015. The
bad news stretched into January when the
country swung back into a trade deficit as
exports to key market China plunged, deal-
ing another blow to Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s bid to kick-start the economy.

“It’s sign that production is improving,
albeit at a slow pace,” Hidenobu Tokuda,
senior economist of Mizuho Research
Institute, said of the industrial production
figures.

“But the export trend is still not very
strong given the downside risks for the
global economy... If the US economy picks
up, that will help Japanese exports.”

Slowing global growth, particularly in
number two economy China, and a slump
in oil prices have seen financial markets
suffer one of their worst starts to the year in
living memory.

Some predicted Japan’s positive indus-

trial production figures will not last, as sep-
arate data Monday showed retail sales fell
slightly more than expected last month.
“The rebound in industrial production in
January is unlikely to assuage concerns
about the health of Japan’s economy,”
Marcel Thieliant from research house
Capital Economics said in a commentary.

“ This jump in activity should be
reversed soon.” Last month, central bank
policymakers shocked markets by resorting
to an unprecedented negative interest rate
policy, which aims to boost lending by
penalising banks for storing excess reserves
in the BoJ. 

The move was widely panned as a des-
perate bid to counter Japan’s slowdown
after earlier monetary easing efforts failed
to cement a sustained recovery in the
economy.

With his growth program limping along
and the BoJ struggling to hit an ambitious
two-percent inflation target, Abe must
decide whether to follow through with
another sales tax hike next year. The rise is
seen as crucial to containing Japan’s mas-
sive national debt, but it could dent con-
sumer spending and hurt an already fragile
economy. A consumption tax hike in 2014
pushed Japan into a brief recession. Abe’s
program was also shaken by the bloodbath
on equity markets at the start of this year
and a resurgent yen, which threatened to
dent companies’ overseas profits.

A poll published yesterday by the lead-
ing Nikkei business daily found 50 percent
of voters do not approve of Abe’s growth
plans, against 31 percent who are in favor.
That is the largest percentage of naysayers
since February last year.  —AFP

Japan factory output rises 

for first time in 3 months

BRUSSELS: Eurozone inflation in
February plunged sharply back
into negative territory, data
showed yesterday, in the clearest
sign yet that several rounds of stim-
ulus measures by the European
Central Bank are not working. The
ECB is under huge pressure to
revive prices and the economy in
the single currency zone, with
many of the 19 national govern-
ments that use the euro still not
delivering a convincing recovery
three years after the eurozone debt
crisis.

The steep drop to negative 0.2
percent came in well below ana-
lysts’ forecast of zero percent infla-
tion, which is already much lower
than the ECB’s official two-percent
target.

This was a big fall from a revised
rise of 0.3 percent inflation just a
month before. The sharp nosedive
puts the eurozone into negative
territory for the first time since

September and dashes hopes that
unprecedented efforts to boost
prices by the ECB were slowly hav-
ing an effect in Europe.

“February’s drop... back into
negative territory intensifies the
pressure on the ECB to announce a
decisive increase in its policy sup-
port after it meets next week,” said
Jennifer McKeown, European econ-
omist at Capital Economics.

‘Focus minds’ 
The eurozone has been drifting

in and out of deflation since
December 2014, unable to shake
fears that Europe has entered a
long-term period of falling prices
and low growth that has plagued
Japan for nearly two decades.

While cheaper prices may at first
seem a good thing to households,
in the long term they demonstrate
weaker demand and a lack of confi-
dence by consumers causing more
deflation, lower wages and even

recession. Falling oil prices and
slowing economic growth in China
and other emerging economies are
weighing on the headline rate of
inflation in the 19-country area that
uses the European single currency.

Eurostat said energy prices in
February fell by 8.0 percent, after a
far slower decline of 5.4 percent a
month before. “Today’s deflation
surprise will focus minds again on
the negatives of low inflation,” said
Teunis Brosens, an analyst at ING
Bank in the Netherlands.

Low inflation “is especially bad
for debt-laden households, busi-
nesses and governments in south-
ern Europe, which will have little
scope to inflate away” their debt
burden, he said.

‘Seals the deal’ 
The ECB holds its monthly poli-

cy meeting on March 10, and the
return of deflation will increase
speculation that bank chief Mario

Draghi will announce a further
effort to reverse the fall in prices.

“The ECB will be most worried
as eurozone core inflation narrows
to 0.7 percent in February from 1.0
percent in January,” said IHS
Economist Howard Archer, refer-
ring to the closely watched infla-
tion measure that strips out energy
and other volatile prices.

“(This) ramps up pressure for
major March stimulus,” he said. The
ECB has already rolled out a range
of different policy measures to help
get the eurozone economy back on
its feet, most recently a controver-
sial program of bond purchases
known as quantitative easing or QE.

Draghi insisted earlier this
month the policies were working
and that the ECB “will not hesitate
to act” if more effort is needed.
“Today’s weak core inflation... pret-
ty much seals the deal on addition-
al monetary easing,” said ING’s
Brosens. —AFP

Eurozone inflation fall heightens pressure on ECB

LONDON:  Hedge funds are turning more
positive about the outlook for crude oil
prices, according to the latest positioning
data from regulators and exchanges. Hedge
funds and other money managers held a
combined net long position in the three main
crude oil futures and options contracts
amounting to 383 million barrels on Feb. 23.

The combined net long position has
increased in eight of the last 11 weeks from a
recent low of 230 million barrels on Dec  8.
But the increase in hedge fund and other
money manager net long positions has been

concentrated in Brent rather than WTI.  
The net long position in Brent futures and

options traded on ICE Futures has jumped by
more than 100 million barrels to 320 million
barrels from 183 million barrels. The net long
position in WTI futures and options traded on
ICE and the New York Mercantile Exchange
has risen less than 20 million barrels to 63 mil-
lion barrels from 47 million barrels.  Extreme
pessimism about the near-term outlook for
prices, which reached its height in December
and early January, seems to have dissipated a
little. —Reuters

Hedge funds turn bullish 

on Brent but not WTI


